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Larger Issues: the man sits quietly 
a dog at his feet the land before him 
rolling out beneath the sky both 

Blue Oldham 

recent and recurrent, renewing itself again 
young as the green sprouts It supports 

Beckoning to them from somewhere above 
a star Is beginning rehearsals slowly 
reaching out from their burrowed origins 
redeeming their seed, their strain, with 
ease they endeavor to assay the 
test of the weather's blast, the general 
taste, and time: the man does what he can 
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John Allen 

If you thirst for air 
Crawl on a wave's tengallonhat 
and ride It to town; 
Shake the dust off your sanguine skin, 
and brush the trees with salt wind; 
As you squeeze drops of milk from the sand, 
Look back and kiss the heartbeat of a Nautilus 

When the wind blows 
Listen to the cockled hair of the trees 
As It rolls back and howls In your sleeve 

Take their wooden legs 
and snap them at the knees-
Lay their bones around you for protection 

If the cold of winter scratches your retina, 
Scrape the bones till they're white 
and fill the cracks with salt 

And when the wind blows 
Let your hair howl with the 
Heartbeat of a Nautilus 
Before your bones turn to dust 
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Ellen Everett 

How the Whole Comprises the Parts 
During the Holiday Season 

Dad laid the fire in the living room 
where we wrapped packages and whispered, Mama's breath 

so close I could hear it like another layer alongside my skin. 
We talked about the presumption of atoms, 
assuming that those in our bodies were the same 
as those in the coals. 
What is life when you've talked things down 
to their smallest parts? Whatever holds those parts together? 
Think of it, no gravity, flesh floating away from bone ... 

One night, drunk, someone told me to seperate my head 
from my body, and I got sick. 

I like connections, links. I need them. 
I turn to the burn on my forearm, the pinker part of my skin. 
This is from baking pumpkin pie for the holidays, 
and it gleams like an abalone shell on the inside, 
like a candy dish. It whirls with color, 
and it hurts. 
What is a bruise? Blood overflowing as you knock 

into something hard. 
A cut? Blood overflowing as you slip into something sharp. 

And the burn; it comes from brushing against 
something hot. 
It almost works, and then it doesn't work. 
Daddy and Mama go on upstairs. I am alone. 
I am playing with a prism ornament, turning blues and greens 
around and inside out. 
The wishes inside me start glowing faster and dizzier till I 

close my eyes and picture them 
lighting all the pinker parts of my skin. 
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Ellen Everett 

Blood 

I dream that his lady friend 
dressed like a nurse 
or a bride or a waitress 
comes Into the bedroom 
with a hammer starts nailing 
the window shut and the drawers 
doors 
so I can't get to my clothes 
or toothbrush or anything else 
She Is smiling and I am dreaming 
I take her hammer and whoop 
whoop am a yoyo 
I swing and the mirror 
somehow cuts my arm 
She cracks up 
We regret everything 
Her uniform If It Is a uniform 
Is still Incredibly clean 
and I can't understand how 
it gets that way so I ask 
(a little bitchy maybe but only honest) 
who's got the hottest 
blueberry blood 
In town? 
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Laura Noble 

Penis Envy 

What's all this about "penis envy"? Hon', I have envies you 
haven't even drempt of envying. 

I have deep-down-life-inside-me-welling-up-pushing-out
all-over envy. What do you think of that? 

I have skin-smooth-mother-soft-lover-pure-warmer-than
any-electric-blanket envy. 

I have touch-silky-as-a-satin-doll-or-rough-as-any-ce
ment-man-envy. 

And in your walled in, stone grey, tight-ass, stable woman, 
ce-ment man world, I have mother-father-sister-brother, lover
friend-total-stranger-hug-' em-ti 11-t hey-drop-you're-not -even
allowed-to-have envy. 

So stuff your pride back in your pants, boy, because it's no 
crushing, pouting self-pity for me! 
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Denise Mcintosh 

A Sonnet for Michael 
who teaches me to hear with my feet 
and see with my heart 

The light's so noisy I can hardly hear 
myself see one foot In thought of me blaz
Ing jigs into my blind ear interfer-
ing with my shadow spilling waves of rays 

that take bites of its edges daring it 
the dark to dance a gleaming round my heart 
shadow still thinks It wants to mourn but tit
Illation spotlights every blushing part. 

I know the source of this my ragtime sheen: 
a laughing eye, a grinning hand, a well-
turned thigh which lights a note and match between 
my own or so my foot thinks unsound swell. 

So what am I to do with all this light? 
Shimmy and shimmer and hold to him tight. 
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Denise Mcintosh 

Naked Game (in tribute to Louise Gluck) 

It is the evening 
of the death of god. 
Crowing and with careless jangling 
rules soldiers shake down 
dice upon the unseamed 
cloth of purple 
and blood. Thus 
it was decreed: 
from name and straw and taxes 
to unkissed two-by-fours 
and rooster telling tales 
of the world at sixes and sevens. 
The dice fall, 
roll and stop 
at the feet 
of his mother, knelt, 
her jeremiad flowing with the myrrh, 
purchase dear to her 
knowing-· 

How steep that hill, 
how high that titulus 
defended by Pilate 
who washed his hands, 
where he hangs 
and there is no water. 
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Heidi A. Tietjen 

Notes From the Long Road Home 

It is dark when I awake, my head pounds, and I am filled 
with the dread that perhaps my vocal cords have been 
removed in the night and I cannot talk. The ominous parrot 
will be with me for another day. 

I get out of bed slowly and take two arthritis painkillers, 
as much for my head as for my feet and fingers that are stiff 
and sore like the keys of my ancient Royal typewriter. I bend 
at the waist and hope my fingers will somehow reach my 
toes, but they do not, so I crawl back to bed and wonder 
when the phone will ring telling me I am late for work. 

When the phone does ring, I find the bedsheets in disar
ray on the floor. I know it is time--like I always know 
when it Is time--to take a Greyhound east on the In
terstate. I am sure it Is time because I have let the lettuce rot 
in the icebox and copies of the New Republic pile up 
unopened on my desk. I do not turn out the lights for fear 
they won't come on again. 

I know that it is time to go home. 

Illustration by Jenny Russell 9 



Elaine M. Klein 

Journey Home 

I. A train runs over me 
and past 

as I stand at the station. 
Pellets of slipstream snow 

beat my face--
They don't all stop 

at Kalamazoo. 
r felt its wheels crush 

the steel tracks 
. and the cent I laid on them. 
The woman next to me 

begins to dance 
and weave 

her bare neck red 
with snow-burn. 

Lincoln is flat, 
and the woman sees 

and takes the penny 
for the tarot witch 

In her dusty glass cage 
In the corner of the station. 

The mechanical hands creak 
and weave 

pattern over death cards 
and the voice rasps: 

"Fortune for the lady, 
yessssss ... " 

Her marble eyes gleam 
like winter Ice 
and the recording hisses dead 
as two cards drop. 

The dancing woman 
snatches one------

10 blank. 



Mine drops to the slushy floor. 
"You will be taking 

a Journey." 
And then 

the 353 to Battle Creek, Albion, 
Jackson, Ann Arbor, 
and Detroit 

comes ln. 
II. I board, 

leaving the card under 
a fat woman's heel, 

and find the dancer 
next to me, 

singing off key 
to a tape 

stuck on fast forward. 
I read my History, 

Napoleon and Metternich, 
as she sings 
slower and slower, 

until her head 
drops 

to my shoulder. 
I want to shove it aside, 

put it above, in the luggage rack, 
leave it in Albion, Jackson, 

or Ann Arbor. 
But still she snores, 
And still my shoulder cushions her head. 

Ill. Beyond the shadows of my face 
in the dark window, 

I see the switches, 
safe and warmed 

by the flames 
of the oil pots. 

Light like the gleam, 
I think, 

of a witch's eye. 
I think of the fortune 

and laugh-----
That card, melting to slush now, 

must have been used 
for every traveller ... 11 



IV. It Is night, 
and I am almost home 
and my shoulder Is numb 
and Napolean has been exiled to Elbe. 

And the windows show 
no winking of lights 
and I see the frozen switch. 

I try to tell the conductor 
but he winks 
and laughs. 

I wake the woman, 
but she starts to sing, 
staring at me 

with ice blue eyes. 

V. The train is sprawled 
next to its tracks, 
while the bodies scattered 
make Rorschach prints. 

I walk 
In an ocean of snow 
piers of dried corn stalks 
to lash myself to, 
avoiding the swells of the furrows. 

Tentatively, 
I leave my moorings 
testing the crust of the snow 
tacking past the reddened heaps 

curving gently by my former 
seat mate, 

watching somehow, 
as she sinks. 

I sail out 
far away from my port 
to the ~enter of my sea. 
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VI. I look, and see 
I am ringed by tall trees, 

black against shadows, 
and a house far off 

with lights glimmering, 
inviting, 

and the train 
breathing, 

stagnant at the edge. 
But I don't move, 

save to pull up the planks 
in my keel, 

and suck the waters 
into me, 

and sigh 
drowning in the snow. 

VII. The motion of the train 
jars me alive, 

the woman next to me waking, 
as we pull into Detroit Central. 
I watch the flames blink 

and know that they are safety, 
and know that my father will be inside, 

waiting t<J drive me home 
where the lights flicker 

always. 
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Sarma Muiznieks 

Luke-warm and Lysol and a Window that's jammed shut. 
to the bathroom of a ranch style house 

Supposed to clean it 
for my father. 
He rents it: the bathroom -
the bathtub. 
I stare 
Impossible for me 
to push a hesitant sponge through the grime 

of no lust 

A woman sat in it 
often 

no candles 
not even bubble-bath 
or floating trucks. 

afraid to touch her breasts 
waiting for her child to do it 
panic-stricken when he playfully does. 
The woman jerks away. 
She's read about this "touching" in books. 
What If her child grows up to-

And the mold of the father 
grey, fleshy 
as his never bare feet. 
The father doesn't care if he's brushed his teeth or not 

Eckrich sausage, Corn flakes 
he only scrubs his penis 
he's bored 
It's seven o'clock 
and work. 
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I look up 
but as if to avoid my glance 
the ceiling slithers down the soggy walls 
scraping itself 
on dry, jagged shaving cream dabs. 
It lands dreary of all mildew and mirrors 
on the still moist light blue shag. 
covering me like a damp army trenchcoat. 
I'm on a wet beach!- if only- no it's Ajax 

that grinds into my back 
and nostrils 
not sand. 

Only the 60 watt light bulbs understand. 
One night they took a toothbrush 
and gouged their eyes from their sockets. 
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Juanita Scheyett 

Charlie Lazarus Has A Dream 

One night, lyln' In bed with the T.V. on, 
I could a' swore I saw Mama 
walkin' through the door. 
Been years since I'd seen her, 
but she looked fresh as a garden-
her eyes sproutin' mushrooms 
and string beans In her hair. 
Sure, I was glad she come, 
but she gave me that "Shut your mouth, Charlie" 
look to chill 
and pressed a stone on my mouth 
till I bled. 

Then I heard the windows explode -
real slow-
and saw each piece 
lodge in Mama. 
She didn't flinch, 
just stained her dress. 
Still, the stone hadn't moved. 

Then I swear the night -
the very night came oozin' 
through the windows, 
floodln' the room. 
Its stink was so strong, 
Its stick so great, 
that I forgot the stone 
and screamed my panic Loud. 

Then two things happened: 
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The night filled my mouth 
with moss rot 
till I gagged, 
And Mama turned to bone - pure white -
dancin' and clatterln' 
with no skin at all. 



Then I woke up, 
my face pressed hard 
against the window, 
nose and lips bleedin'. 



Juanita Scheyett 

Mama's Meditation 

Lord, Lord. 
Charlie don't come by no more! 
He used to spit and chew out there on the porch -
kill flies his aim was that good -
but he don't come by no more. 
Said he get tired of the river and the all day harvestin' a mud. 
Said the smell a moss an' fish sweat wet on him like horse shit. 
Lord, Lord. 
Took a job in town he did. Yeah. 
Worked all day with tar babies. 
An' not bein' no strong minister, 
he'd come home every day a bit browner. 
Finally, he come home no more at all. 
No Sir, he didn't. 
Left his Mama for some Big City 
an' them sweat babies In hard heals 
an' I know he ain't been Good, Lord. 
I know he ain't been Good. 
Ya try an' raise a chile' righteous 
an' he goes an' lays with sweat babies. 
Why, I 'member the first time I caught him, 
was out in the shed with one a them Mother sows -
a piglet still suckln' on her teat. 
Whamped him good, I did, and made him read the Bible 
for two days without none a his meals for comfort. 
That taught him Good. 
Takes a lot a love for a Mama to teach her son 
what's Good. 
All ya want is some Iovin' back. 
But Charlie don't even come by, Lord. 
Charlie don't never come by. 
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Juanita Sheyett 

Reunion 

Mama: Ain't you pretty today, Charlie? 
Your face, oh your sweet face 
looks so pretty today, Charlie. 
Hadn't seen it in so long .... 

Charlie: Didn't mean to stay the night, Mama, 
an' I don't mean to stay for breakfast. 
Don't drag at me like that! 

Mama: You want some Marmalade, Charlie? 
Some Orange Marma;lade? 

Charlie: Marmalade makes me sick, Mama. 
Your dress looks like Marmalade 
an' it still got that pattern a flies 
on it. 
Don't touch me with them sticky fingers! 

Mama: Lordy, Charlie, sit down at table. 
You see the river Charlie? It's comin' back. 
No more mud an' you can go fishin'. 
River's been your tife, boy, 
an' now it's swampin' the front land. 

Charlie: River ain't been my life, Mama. 
Ain't nothin' been my life -
quit talkin' silt. 
Ah, mama there's silt in your eyes 
and silt droolin' out a' your mouth. 
You're sweatin' silt 
and that attracts flies. 
You always did attract flies, Mama. 
So fat ya can't be seen for the stink 
around ya. 
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Mama: What's that, Charlie? 
Oh, I love ya, Charlie -

Charlie: Don't hug me, Mama. 
Get your old meat flaps off my neck. 
You make me sick with your hard work sulfur smell, 
an' you ain't even been workin'. 

Mama: I love ya, Charlie -
My baby come home. 
I love ya. 
I love ya. 
I love ya.hard and Good. 
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Elisabeth Sydor 

Dream 21 

-The snow so white I cannot look 
-The farmhouse stunted, only as tall as I am 
-The man running, arching towards me happily, happily, 
happy as me 
He leaves no tracks in the snow. 

I would never even dream such a face, so flawed. 
But It's enough. 
He is blonde like the first one I loved 
and so it's better that we are meeting without 
names between us, no, nothing between us 
not even winter air. 
He Is warm under his shirt 
and my hands slip around the skin 
fresh-soaped and hairless like a baby's 
so white I have to look. 
I know you, he says, I know you know me. 
We chase each other down without moving. 

In the farmhouse where he says he stays alone 
he decides to cook for me. 
We stand at the stove: the cauliflower 
Is forming droplets in a bag of plastic. 
It waits for the water to boil. 
I remember when I was young and knew only 
to eat It raw and simple, at once. 
The man hears me remembering and agrees. 
I pull him towards me. 

Outside, the snow covers everything 
and claims it as its own. 
We want to cry because we are strangers 
and there is no mystery between us. 
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Robert Hildum 

Headlights 

Standing on the porch 
he looks out at the wet street 
going up, unevenly, 
and hisses between his teeth 
like a beer bottle opening. 
This place, he thinks, is like 
an acre of forest with 
no trees. The bus 
will be gone in half an hour. 
Twelve people already 
are destined 
to be on it when it passes 
the last billboard before the freeway. 

He, though, 
considers the possibility 
that he will not do 
what he is planning. 
He can feel 
the turning over 
of things In his mind. 
He can feel them 
loading his suitcase 
into the belly of the bus, 
the lip-doors clanging down and latching, 
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And even hours later, 
when the moon has gone up 
and the lights over the seats 
have almost all 
gone out, 
he is looking 
out past the dark silhouette of the driver, 
iri case he should see 
himself 
flash by 
)n the headlights, 
at the roadside, 
holding a sign out 
for the same city. 
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Susan A. Albrecht 

Sitting in Africa 

Not just another chapter in this asexual thesis 
Not just skin deep 
These spectral differences are 
Epics thick, 
Dusty, 
But like windows in the desert, with room 
For justified allowances, 
Their clarity is striking, 
An independant 
Word suffices to paraphrase 
All the moods and tenses, 
This third world way; 
Simplicity. 

Like a thunder bolt, that leaps 
Silently in the rainy season's night sky 
NG, .... 
Like a cool breeze on a sweat 
Ridden, lazy, sitting afternoon when I was swatting and 
Waving after flies; 
I feel I can see the colour 
In the foreign eyes
Understand-
Apply the above. 
And then sigh, 
Comfortable and unchallenged, 
Lasting for only a second, 
But meaning as much as your first word, 
The feeling vanishes, 
As I say to myself 
"There's cows eating the football field". 
or 

"Do you have any water?" 
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And then, 
Similar to the insecurity of being chased 
By a raw-skinned, rabid-looking 
Dog, sitting near my feet in the shade, 
I laugh at Africa's ironies 
And the colour of my palms 
Blanches: 
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I become not ignorant 
I remain non aboriginal 
I swat another fly. 



Lauren Crawford 

Ndwebe And Jojo, The Hungry Ghost 

This was before the time of the flood when the river 
overflowed and ate the lands and houses of the valley peo
ple. In those days the god of the river was called Ndwebe, 
and he was much loved by the valley people. Every rainy 
season he filled the river with fish for them to eat. In the dry 
season he killed snakes and monsters that tried to live in 
the river. No boats sank on his river, unless they were carry
ing Two-bobs. 

This is the story of the death of Ndwebe. 

************************ 
There lived a girl among the valley people called Ball· 

titi. Bali was a good child and loved by her family· and her 
people. She was obedient and laughed all day. She was very 
happy. 

But as Bali grew, she became sad, for she did not want 
to become a woman. She did not want to leave behind her 
carefree childhood and become a mother with babies of her 
own. So when the day came for her to become a woman, she 
ran away and hid. Her mother and other women looked for 
her all day. They called her name and offered her the many 
presents she would receive from the Bundu if only she 
would return and become a woman. But Bali stayed away 
and soon her people no longer looked for her. 

Bali wandered in the forest for two seasons. During 
that time, two things happened. The gods told her through 
the voices of animals that she must return to her people and 
become a woman. They told her this many times, but she 
would not listen. So one night she had a dream. In the 
dream, an evil spirit visited her in the form of a huge bird 
with no mouth and told her she would have a baby. The baby 
would be a hungry ghost in human skin. It would always be 
hungry, it would never have enough. 
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Bali woke up frightened and went back to her people 
who now called her Bali-titl because she would not become 
a woman. Soon her belly became full and round, and the 
people were amazed. How could a girl give life to a baby? 

When the people asked her who the father of her child 
was, she lied because she was afraid. She said a man of the 
forest people had taken her as wife and then died. Her peo
ple believed that this man had probably discovered she was 
not a woman and had left her in disgust, so they pitied her. 
But the medicine man wondered. 

After a season, she gave birth to a son and called him 
Jojo because his skin barely covered his bones. From the 
first day, he would only suck at the breast. If his mother put 
him down, he would cry until she let him suck again. He 
never seemed to sleep. Ball-tltl let him lie on her stomach at 
night so he could suck while she slept, and she wrapped 
him tight against her during the day so he could suck while 
she worked. 

Before long, Bali-titl began to lose much flesh and her 
milk dried up. Still Jojo cried and his bones stuck out and he 
would not be filled. His mother made a soup of cornmeal 
and fed It to him, but he only cried tor more. 

Soon he grew tall enough to eat manioc and rice, and 
though he ate from the cooking pots of the women when 
they were not looking, his skin still stretched tight over his 
bones. 

Bali-tlti became too poor to feed herself, and had to beg 
from her family. They took pity on her and gave her rice. 

The medicine man watched Jojo grow tall, and 
wondered. He knew that Bali-titl could not have given life to 
a human child for she herself had never become a woman. 
He knew that the boy could not be human. He watched Jojo 
eat and eat and never grow fat, and he decided Jojo was a 
hungry ghost. The medicine man knew that a hungry ghost 
would only bring mischief and sadness to the people, so he 
left the village and went Into the forest to seek a vision that 
would show him what to do. 
28 



One morning while he was gone, the people awoke to 
find their manioc gone. It had all disappeared, from the 
houses and from the fields. The next day the rice had disap
peared too, and the people had only fruit and nuts to eat. 
After a few days, even the fruit was gone and the people 
were worried. One woman stayed up and guarded her fami
ly's nuts at night and she saw a shadow creep into her 
neighbor's house and creep out a while later. The next day 
there were no nuts in her neighbor's house. When the 
woman told of what she had seen, the people became angry 
and suspicious. 

The next day Jojo was caught stealing nuts from the 
house of his uncle. The people decided to stone him, so 
they did. Even Bali-titi stoned him; she was hungry and 
angry because of the disgrace her son had brought her. 
Then they took Jojo's body and threw it into the river. 

. When the medicine man came out of the forest and 
found out what had happened, he went to the river. There in 
the water he saw the spirit of Jojo fighting with Ndwebe; Jo
jo wanted to eat the river. The medicine man killed a 
mouthless bird that he had caught in the forest, and he 
~pread the feathers on the surface of the water so that they 
would sink down and cover Jojo and send him back to the 
world he had come from. But before the feathers could 
reach him, Jojo had eaten Ndwebe and taken over the river. 
Then the feathers landed in his mouth and made him choke. 
But Jojo kept some of the power of Ndwebe. 

The next day the river climbed out of its banks and ate 
the valley people and their land. When the dry season came, 
the river went back into its bed and slept, for Jojo had gone 
back to the spirit world, satisfied at last. 
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Acceptance of Waiting 

Everytime he sees a picture of Stonehenge 
he feels the weight of those stones 
in his bowels and on his tongue. 
The walls of ancient ceremonies 
the calculations of aged astronomers 
etch a meaning Into the circle of 
megalith. 

He had visited the site hoping 
for a stormy day 
lightning veined In the sky 
blackbirds silent in flight 
snapping their heads and beaks 
black eyes reflecting the Salisbury Plain 
the immobile cow 
the structure itself and his own diminutive 
self finding space in the circle. 

But that wasn't what he found: 
It had been warm and dry 
the sun bleached all color from 
the group of bluestones. 
He had been able to sit on the brown grass 
of the field that surrounded 
what turned out to be a tourist atttraction. 
He shared his lunch 
photographed the plains and the stones. 

Gathered behind a white nylon cord of a fence 
the stones were watched by guards 
watched by the blackbirds that he had fed 
and he knew 

Wm Kirk 

watching black clouds of shadow slip across the Plain 
he knew that Stonehenge was not the place 
for a romantic holiday. 31 



The town of Salisbury was empty 
and forbidding 
but not empty enough and not forbidding 
enough to be thrilling 
and the woman who ran the bed and breakfast 
had asked for her money In advance 
when she noticed that he and his friend 
had been using only one bed 
and In the night 
when he awoke with a sobbing man in his arms 
demanding, "Don't leave. I don't want you to go. 
Where can we go? Don't leave me now. 
Don't you love me?" 
he wanted to get up right then 
get up and hitch to the monument 
slide under the nylon rope 
press his body to a moonlit bluestone slab 
perhaps sleep on a stone used for sacrifice. 

And he heard some voice 
did It call from Inside him or 
from within the stones or from 
past centuries? A voice like his own 
that had waited 
waited all this time 
had waited eons to tell him 
tell him what It's like to finally arrive at a place 
he'd only dreamed of 
where he'd made the rules 
and continued making them 
until this night 

This moonlit and achingly lonely night 
when the spectre In his bed 
meant as much as these stones 
both pale driftwood of his youth 
leaning towards him 
whispering facts as If they were 
love words gasped 
In a night 
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a night of laughable honesty 
an honesty that lasted 
not even until dawn 
but died with the song of the 
first bird to awaken that day 

he had left that bed, that long-ago 
bed, as a favor 
a submission to apology 
feeling the drip of the sacrificial 
knife warm on his heart 
warmed with the blood of the person who, 
in the golden tears of that new morning, 
wore the grimace of the torn 
the wounded. And he lay there remembering 
the heart beating on his and he wondered 

how his own pulse could be so fatal. 

And the new victim waiting now in his bed 
who tried to understand the 
escape into darkness: 
how long before he sees the same pain 
and boredom in this partner? 
And he remembers songs 
wails, cries, and he feels tearing skin 

he bloodies his fingertips on bluestone 
and, unsurprised, he does not become a sacrifice. 
The stones are silent, he has learned from their 
tense acceptance of waiting. 

He turns, walks up the modern highway 
back to the bed and breakfast 
and a meadowlark sings to him. 
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V.L. Reichow 

The Deer 

Once when I was young and swimming In Hudson Bay 
I saw something bigger than a fish bobbing up and down 
just beneath the surface. It was white, I thought 
and when I got to the place where I could almost 
touch It, I saw It was the corpse of a deer, 
Its body bloated to twice Its regular size, 
Its head motioning off Into the distance 
as If it were still not over. 

I'm tired of the midwest and Its obligations 
of the multiplicity of waves 
and gravity holding us back. 
I'm tired of landscapes, osmosis, and dreams 
that do not begin or end in sleep. 
My way, If I could have another, 
would be to go into the mouth of a deer · 
to scratch my back on the fine bones of its palate 
and never mention God at all. 

I'd take an lceplck Into the darkness, 
pry my way into the tenderest moment 
and pull the secrets of saplings 
of roots and berries and the deepest color of pink 
up around me. If the thing were death itself and not yet final, 
the hunter In me would go looking for tools. 
From the staleness of the deer's last breath 
I'd carve a tune. It would rise up over the thickening pines 
like a single intention and end on a simple note. 
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Then, if there were still geese flying over Michigan, 
then what? I could spread my legs into a perfect V 
and wait for the shadows to take me. 
There Is too much in this world that we can not touch, 
too much that we can not know or move. 
It Is all I can do just to be one woman, 
to be lost between beginning and end, to walk down 
to a lakeside tired and alone, gorging myself 
on the slowness of things working themselves out. 
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Diane Seuss 

Private Green 

On the border of Laos, in the mountains, we have climbed 
here. Sleeping vertically, I hold on and hear the round call of 
mountain birds, the wing span of jungle ducks, see the Viet
namese rabbits come and go. Their skulls are crackable, 
familiar, yet not known here by the name 'rabbit' at all and 
so, nameless, wholly themselves. The rabbit's twitch, its 
moon-hop, become the alien nucleus of my whole world, the 
piece of railroad track in the middle of a pasture, morbid, 
useless, yet reminiscent of something cherished, mythical, 
as my mother was to the butcher, as I was to my mother, as 
Private Green was to our platoon. 

Private Green is the kind of person who cannot be describ
ed, though his appearnace is compelling, nostalgiac; he 
seems after he he has gone to have had no qualities at all. A 
hayseed, with Buddha-like crystalline eyes, pleasant eyes, 
the eyes of a man the size of a piano who has just eaten his 
last, most magnificent meal. Sexual, repulsive eyes, the 
eyes of the public masturbator which cannot be discounted 
because they have something to do with beauty. His body is 
neither small nor large but soft, fileted, as if repressing 
gallons of distilled water, a blister. 

Private Green, when he steps almost smiling from the snub
nosed helicopter, looks from the incredible height of the 
mountain to the steam and depth of the jungle below. He 
shakes his head no, simply, as if passing up a second piece 
of pie. He looks down at himself, at his own seeping, 
uniformed body, becoming newly dotted with the same old 
rain, and begins to unbutton his shirt, takes it off, unties his 
boots, slips them off, unzips his pants, pulls them down and 
his boyish underwear with them. Another novice, thinking 
that pulling this shit will get him a medical discharge. We let 
him stand there In nothing but his sopping socks, flaccid, 
yet almost seductive in his pleasantness. 
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We begin to take him more seriously when it's been two 
days and the p.1. is dressing him like a baby. He's sitting 
down now, his skin growing white and water-logged, wear
ing the spent, tucked-out, self satisfied gaze of the smart 
alek. We bring him tins of food, and he looks at us with the 
absurd pity of the crucified for the spectator. On the fourth 
day, his ribs rising like Kansas, Iowa, ~ebraska from his 
corn-colored skin, he begins to whistle 'Shoefly.' 

When he dies, he steals something essential from us with 
his foolish circus act. 

The day I butchered the buck, at thirteen, my mother was 
suddenly behind me wearing aquamarine, and scooped the 
brain of the deer out of its skull. She held it against her ab
domen and showed me all of its qualities. See this, she said, 
this tiny place shaped like a celery heart? This is the point 
of beauty, Vinnie. Pierce it, cut it out, and the deer will eat, 
he will rage, but he won't know why. 

When we take Green down the long side of the mountain, we 
are not good to his body. 
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A Correspondence with Eve Shelnutt 

by Matt Goullsh 

Eve Shelnutt currently teaches writing at the University of 
Pittsburgh and previously taught at Western Michigan 
University. She is the author of The Love Child which is a 
collection of short stories, and several of her poems appear 
In The Third Coast. Her next collection of stories, to be 
published in late 1981 or early 1982, will be titled The Formal 
Voice. While here this spring to give a reading, she agreed 
to do the following Interview by correspondence. 

a. Given the subject matter as the history of a family and Its 
members, and given the connections between many of your 
stories, the question arises: why write short stories rather 
than a novel? Are there advantages to the short story, or 
does what you want to· say lend Itself better to a collection 
of stories than to a novel, and why? 

A. Well, first of all, I wouldn't say the subject matter of my 
stories Is the history of a family and its members; had that 
been the subject matter of The Love Child I daresay I would 
have written a novel. In the story "Grace", for Instance, the 
subject matter is a definition of the word grace, in profane 
terms, as that definition arises from the depiction of a rela
tionship between a father and his daughter. In the story 
"Litany II" I'm Interested In the subject of language itself; in 
the story "The Apprentice" I'm interested in presentiment 
which, seemingly mysteriously and yet not at all 
mysteriously--in presentiment which causes one person to 
recognize, to be interested in, and to learn from another per
son. 

Now these "subject matters", as you put It, are all quite dif
ferent; my motivation for writing each story In the collection 
of 19 stories arises from a different source, a different in
terest eactr time. In fact, the story form Itself Is part of the 
discovery process as I write--Its solidity as a form, its 
restrictions--which free me--and its compression of 
language. 
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I grant that some of the characters In the collection appear 
to be related. In "Litany I" and "Litany II" the characters are 
the same--the main character at least, with Richard, a 
minimal character In "Litany I" becoming more prominent 
in "Litany II". 

I can even grant that a reader may wonder why I didn't simp
ly name the characters the same names in several of the 
stories; certainly the father figure has in many of the stories 
similar aspects. Well, I did think a great deal about that 
question. The answer to why I do not assert that these are 
Identical characters Is my sense of time and place, and how 
time and place are used In the story form. In each story, I am 
writing about a moment which is being pressured-In terms 
of device pressured by every aspect of the story form-
tightness of language, use of Imagery, metaphor, slmllie; by 
events isolated; by movement of characters and dialogue of 
characters which all are deliberately constructed to steer 
the reader toward a sense, a meaning I want. The story form 
Is a distillation for the sake of sudden and acute revelation. 
And for the preservation of mystery. All of this Is precisely 
what the novel Is not after. So, then, when I write a story, I 
am thinking only of methods by which I can discover and 
then can depict a significant moment In such a way as to 
have the reader feel Its Importance as I have come, through 
the process of writing, to feel it. I use anything with which I 
feel familiar, Intimate, trustful. If certain kinds of places and 
certain kinds of people give me this feeling of Intimacy, so 
that I may then concentrate on the very movement, the 
modulations of the story Itself, then I use those places and 
people. Even should I, while writing, recognize that a par
ticular character has similarities to another character, I 
would not then change a name I am using in order to make 
that character the same as another. Each character Is In 
another place, another time, and within another range of 
language--rhythm lcally, imlglstically. 

You see, language itself directs much of what I write, 
especially rhythm of language. Each story gathers itself dif
ferent kinds of Images too. There Is, to my mind, a logic of 
sound which cannot be violated. And, as I said, I am not 
writing a family history, so, to my mind, I need not be con
cerned with the logic of family names and pasts. 
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a. Could you say something about the breakdown of the divi
sions between prose and poetry In your work? 

A. I mentioned how important images are to me in writing the 
story, how much I care about rhythm, similie, metaphor, so 
you can see that I feel the story form has more in common 
with poetry than with the novel. I suppose I could talk for 
some time on this subject, especially since I have a quarrel 
with much contemporary poetry and feel there is much more 
poetry In many stories than in much poetry I read. In the 
story form, there is still a tension between that which the 
reader expects when he enters the story form as a reader 
and that which the writer can do to him as he is in this 
state of feeling familiarity of form. I don't feel poetry has re
tained the possibilities of that tension since the forms of 
poetry have so broken down. I still love Stevens and Bishop 
for their formality, which commands me to enter that which I 
recognize as a poem, not simply, as with much contem
porary poetry, lines broken which read as prose. When I 
write, I behave as a poet in the sense that I insist each word 
be pressured, be important. I then take advantage myself of 
this assumption of the pressured word and have, as I would 
in a poem, the "surprise" of images, the building up of Im
ages, etc. 

I could go on--this subject interests me very much, but it 
could also be a book. More story writers should give 
readings; an audience would then--if the story is good--hear 
the relation between story and poetry. 

a. Many of the stories in The Love Child are unconventional in 
that they lack a strong narrative line. What unifies a short 
story for you? I think of how you use images and especially 
rhythm, sound or voice. Do you consider these unifying fac
tors in stories? 

A. When you say my stories lack a strong narrative line, I would 
probably want to ask what you mean by strong narrative 
line. Cohesion of imagery, of writer's intent, of rhy-thm of 
language can all constitute a strong narrative line. What Is 
more to the point, I think, is that my stories ask a reader to 
enter the process of reading with some sophistication of 
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language and some need to feel. In the story "Grace", for in· 
stance, a "bad" reader would think I was telling the story of 
Jim's restaurant--what happened to it, say. But the attentive 
reader who reads In order to go past the semblances of the 
world can see in almost every word that the writer is up to 
telling another story altogether. What unifies a story for me 
is every single word used to direct the reader to my story. I 
don't know of another way to put it. I grant, however, that I 
write to a particular sort of reader--one who knows language 
as sound, sensation ... . 

a. Music in general Is a strong motif in your stories, and you 
began to explain why Litany II was dedicated to Billie Holi
day. Do you build stories around particular pieces of music, 
or are you affected In more oblique ways? 

A. Music is important to me in much the way that language 
well-used is important to me. Prose, in a well-written story 
should affect the reader much as music does, I think. I use 
images from music because I am familiar with those words 
which have been adopted as musical terms. At least that's 
one reason. Too, I write about people whose lives appear 
humble, characters who do not take California and New 
York City too seriously. And I love my characters; 
sometimes I give them music, the images of music out of 
this love--a manner in which to endow them. To the New 
Yorker story writer, having a character sip Perrier water is 
worthy; to me, having a character play Mendelssohn Is im
portant. Then sometimes I simply think of a musical term 
and allow associations to gather around it; I will then write 
about those associations, which is how "Obligatto" got 
written. However, I'm not sure that here I'm not simply 
describing methods by which I get my work done--a little 
idlocyncrasy. I grew up with music, I once played the violin, I 
know a good deal about music; it is natural for me to use it. 

a. Another story Is dedicated to John Barthelme. Do you feel 
particularly indebted to this writer, and have others been in
fluential In your career? Flannery O'Conner's name is men
tioned often in relation to your work. 
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A. "Louis and Althea" is dedicated to Barthelme not because I 
know him; I've never met him, nor am I an admirer of his 
work, though he amused me in CITY LIGHTS. I see the 
dedication as ironic. And there Is an epigraph at the beginn
ing of the story: "Bodies of different weights fall with the 
same speed in a vacuum." Barthel me puts his characters, to 
my mind, in a vacuum. I had, the day I wrote "Louis and 
Althea", picked up a New Yorker and seen yet another Bar
thelma story. I began reading it, imagined how it would go, 
read on, finding in it no world I could care about, and then 
got up, went to the typewriter, and wrote a response to Bar
thelma's mind at work. If he's influenced me, it's been to 
reaffirm my notion that play in fiction must be accompanied 
by more seriousness, more depth than Barthelme 
possesses. You mention O'Connor--now there's a writer who 
amuses at the most serious level. She delights a reader 
while doing him in with depth of theme, of concern. I think a 
reader should be suborned by a writer, for the time of the 
story. Barthelme never does that to me. I wrote "Louis and 
Althea" as a parody. 

Q. Dr. Hilberry mentioned to me that you have strong feelings 
about the moral attitude of the author toward the characters 
and action of the story. Could you explain your feelings here 
a little more? Do you consider such morality old fashioned 
in light of the impartial techniques of many contemporary 
writers? 

A. Morality and fiction: Gardner and Gass just about ruined the 
whole theme for me, acting as they did as if they just 
discovered it. Certainly I have strong feelings about the 
moral attitude of an author. To me that goes without saying, 
and those who use what you call "impartial techniques" 
are, to my mind, blind to a long and commanding history of 
art. Old fashioned? Any morality which proscribes can 
become old fashioned but any morality which takes the pro
blem of human consciousness seriously and which is con
cerned with definitions of what it may mean to be human 
will not become old fashioned in itself. Look at Hardy: the 
social conditions which produced Jude the Obscure no 
longer exist and yet Jude is still powerful as a character 
because Hardy honored in fictional terms the life of Jude-
his consciousness caught in a time and a place. When we 
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all are not so caught, then I suppose such morality in fiction 
will become old fashioned. In other words: never. Every 
ywriter should love the humble conditions of consciousness 
of his characters, which is all I do. What you call "Impartial 
techniques" Is to my mind simple lightheadedness from 
writers whose mentalities or sensibllties ought to render 
them plumbers. 

Q. How do you see yourself as a writer functioning in society? 
As a recorder of experiences, a judge of them, or an inventor 
of them? Is your relation to your readers one of teacher to 
students, entertainer to audience, or something else? 
Please explain and tell why you see yourself as this. 

A. There's much about this question of the writer functioning 
in society which bothers me. I wouldn't want to avoid men
tioning the accidental nature of life by which any one 
becomes a writer, nor would I want to suggest that it is not 
myself I am satisfying first. When I think of a society of 
readers at all, I think most not of my own readers--who and 
how many there may be--but of myself as a reader. I have 
been rnoved by and I have loved the work of many writers 
whose minds and sensibilities have made my life more 
rewarding. I want to keep company with those people I have 
admired. Implicit in that, I know, is the notion that I may be 
one with whom company is kept through my stories. I 
publish so that that may happen. And to those readers I 
have to offer simply my best thinking at work In a particular 
form as 1 record imaginatively what in part it has meant for 
me to experience my life. I don't offer autobiography, unless 
all that befalls one In terms of experience and Imagination 
and dreams, etc. is autobiography. All I offer Is my mind at 
work on the devices of fiction and poetry toward a partial il
lumination of my consciousness In this time and place. I in
vent, judge, reco~d at once. 
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